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Vegas

;Be cautious
Underage, binge drinking leads to trouble with
school, health-SEE NEWS;A2

See what might get Marcus Jordan
into trouble -SEE SPORTS,A11
Space

MOON,ROCK
I ( GET$NEW

U!'!Iron,

about to go on public display. ·
Gov.Bill Ritter and Colorado School of
Mines preside.ht BillScoggins will
unveil the rode Wednesday at ttie '
. school in Golden, its new home.
The Nixon administration gave
· former Colorado Gov.John
Vanderhoofthe rock in 1,974,It was a
. piece ofmoon rubble from the
Apollo 17 mission and all 59 states ,
and more than 130 foreign countries
rec·
mp~.

Politics

LIBERTARIAN
FINDS FIGURES

Improved library now open
Main floor has new look for students
ADOLFO CEBALLOS
Contributing Writer

With the new school
year came a new and
improved look for the UCF
Library.
Over the summer, the
second floor of the library
underwent a makeover and
the changes were unveiled
in a ribbon-cutting ceremony on the morning of Aug.
23, the first day of classes.

Barry Baker, director of
the UCF libraries, spoke
prior to the cutting of the
ribboIL
"1bis is really your
space," said Baker. "It's
your ideas, and [that's]
exactly what we used when
we created this."
The UCF Library
worked closely with bqth
students and faculty to
detennine what should go
into the new space, said

Baker.
According to Meg
Scharf, associate director
for public services at the
UCF Libraries, th~re were
102 computers added to the
second floor, whic~ brings
the new total of computers
on that floor to 196. Scharf
estimates that there were
close to 200 computers
available in the entire
PLEASE SEE

LIBRARY ONA6

Uncover hursdays
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The elephant and the donkey are
. going into hiding at an Ohio voting
board.ALibertarian candidate saw
ceramic figurines ofthe Republican
and Democratic symbols on the
counter at the Licking County Board
of Elections when hefiled
paperwork to run fur county
commissioner.James Snedden Jr.
saysthe display showed biastoward
candidates for the two major parties.
He filed acomplaint with the board
onAug.4.

Donation helps man
attend UCF program
Anight out to ·Treasure lavem combines laughter
and food to create abqdget-friendlygood time.

Plus: ·

The Safety Ride,

Get UCF newssent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

. .5EP5provides
safecampus
· travel
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LINK AMAZING RACE
TEXTS YOU CLUES
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- Say 'ahoy'to naughty
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THREE VIOLATIONS
FOR SEAWORLD .
Thefederal job safety agency
fined SeaWorld $75K Mondayfor
three violations stemming from a
whale trainer's death. SeaWorld
was fined for exposing workers to
drowning hazardswhen interacting with killer whales.

MOBSTER
CONFESSES
TO FLA.SCAM
An Italian mobster and wine
merchant in Miami pleadguilty to
money launderingconspiracy
. charges in Ponziscam.The FBI
brought forthcharges that linked
him to the$1.2 billion fraud scam.
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Using text messaging to send
clues to competitors, LINK will host
a race that treks through campus
tofind riddles, clues and
potentially win prizes. Theevent
will begin at the UCFReflection
Pond and allows all students to
compete.

ADOLFO CEBALLOS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Michael Kilbride and Taylor Lochrane, SGA president and vice president, cut the
ribbon for the library re-opening, along with other members of SGA.

LEAANNE CRITTENDEN
Contributing Writer

Struggling to find. the right
words is something that most people experience at some point in
time; struggling to tmd any words
is another story.
For five years, Roman Nemec
has had trouble forming words
since he had a stroke at the age of
59.
Thanks to an anonymous
$25,000 donation, Nemec can
work on regaining his confidence
and the ability to speak at UCF's
Aphasia House.
Aphasia consists of the loss or
impairment of the ability to use or
understand words, usually as a
result of brain damage. Aphasia is
most often caused by a stroke.
According to the National Aphasia
Association, about one million
people- or one out of every 250
adults- in the United States have
some form of aphasia.
The Aphasia House is a facility
specifically for adults that offers
speech-language therapy in an
environment much different from
a doctor's office.
"The rooms may change based
on what the client is interested in,"
said Janet Whiteside, a clinical
.educator at UCF and chair of the
Board of Clinical Educators at the
UCF Communication Disorders
PLEASESEE

"They tried to
film us in the
background
and film us
doing our job.
We didn't get
paid any more
[money]
because we
were being
filmed."
- ARDENMONROE-OBERMEIT
DOCTORATESTUDENT
IN NURSINGPRACTICE

GRAD ON A9

Doctorate student featured on reality show
CAMILLE THOMAS

at first, but you get used to
it."
She insists Discovery
When most students films the show as realistigraduate from UCF, they cally as possible and made
seek out jobs that fit their sure to film at least one of
degree, but most do not the technicians.
·
have their new job show"They tried to ,film us
cased on a reality TV in the background and
show.
film us doing our job,"
For Arden .Monroe- said Obermeit. ''We didn't
Obermeit, reality TV has get paid any more
become
her
reality [money] becaus·e we were
because she has become a being filmed."
part of Discovery's "Dr: G: Obermeit was attractMedical Examiner" as a ed to the job because it
forensic technician.
suited her personality and
"The show was the talents.
·
"I just liked how active
first time I was on stage or
in front of a camera," said the job was, unlike an
Obermeit, who is seeking office job," she said. ''You
her doctorate in nursing
practice. ''You don't like it
PLEASE SE£ 'DR.G: ONAB
Staff Writer

"DR.G":CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER
Jan C. Garavaglia,M.D.,(aka"Dr. G'1 is the chief
medical examiner for the _District Nine (Orange-Osceola) MedicalExaminer's Office inAoricla.
Agraduate ofthe Stlouis University School of
Medicine, Dr.Garavaglia completed her fellowship in
forensic pathology attfle.Oade County Medical
Examiner's Office in.~ obtained cemfication
by the American lkrJMtirl'dthologyiil combined
Garavaglia
anatomic anddinical pathology,and by the American
Board of Pathology in forensic pathology. .
Dr. Garavaglia is a member ofthe NationalAssociation of Medical
ExaminelS andthe AmericanAcademy ofForensic Sciences, and is the
recipient ofthe Hidalgo Award, presented by the Bexar County
Commissioneis Court inTexas •
·
Prior to joining the office inFlorida, Dr. Garavaglia was a medicalexaminer
at the Bexar County Forensic Science Center inSan Antonio,Texas,for 10
years. She also served at the University ofTexas Health Science Center at San
Antonioas the dinical assistant professor for the department of pathology,
and as a member of the Graduate Faculty Council for the Graduate School of
Biomedical Science.Dr.Garavaglia is married and has two sons.
- HEALTH.DISCOVERY.COM
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USE CAUTION
When it comes to alcohol, incoming
freshmen should think before drinking

? Amazing Race to begin at

• Reflection Pond
•~
Text messages will be
~ sent to students participat:~ ing in the LINK Amazing
~ Race event on Aug. 26 at
4:30 p.m. Students will
meet and register for the
event at the Reflection
Pond. The race will be
staged from the same location.

BY AMANDA KNOWLES AND AMANDA LILLY,
Mc(Jatchy-Tribune

Booze, liquor, alcohol. Whatever you call it, it's all the same.
And during college is when many people begin experimenting with
alcohol. Parties and going out to bars can be fun but there are
s~me things you should know about alcohol bef:re you decide to
hit the town. Hyou do dedde to drink while in college, be
smart about it by following our tips below and being
educated about the ramifications your experience with
alcohol ma have.

111e Studmt Newspaper at IKFsina 1968

August 26, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 51 • 18 Pages
The Cenrrol florlda Mure Is the independent studentwritten newspaper at the uiiive!sity of Q!iJlral Florida.
Opinions In the futu,e are those of the lndMdual
rolumnlstand not necessarily !hose ofthe edltollal staff
01 the Univeisity.adll\lnistratiO!t All Qllltentls property
of1heCent1111 Rorido fi,lure and may not be rei,lil]ledin
part or In whole without pe,mission irom the publisher.

The!Pita Pit gives away 1SK
free Pitas to lJCF students
In celebration of·a new
semester of college, The
Pita Pit is handing out 15K
fliers around campus that
allow students to receive
one free chicken pita. No
other purchase is required.
All students are required
to do is bring their card to
one of three locations to
receive their free pita.
Students can redeem
their card at the following
locations: Collegiate Way,
Colonial Drive and Fairbanks Avenue. Fliers are
not valid at downtQ____wn loccation. The fliers will be
handed out until Aug. 28
and cannot be redeemed
after that date.
Fliers · can be found
near the Student Union.
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LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

SeaWorld fined for allowing
: . hazardous envi.ronment
ORLANDO The
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
categorized the most serious violation as "willful "
or showing indifference ~r
, intentional disregard for
employee safety.
The agency proposes
not allowing trainers to
have any physical contact
with Tilikum, the killer
, whale responsible for
trainer Dawn Brancheau's
death in February, unless
protected ·by a physical
barrier.

' Ponzi scheme linked to
reputed Italian mobster
FORT LAUDERDALE
- Roberto Settineri, a 42year-old Italian citizen,
will likely get about four
years in prison when he is
sentenced Nov. 3, said his
attorney Jeffrey Weiner.
He also faces deportation
to Italy after prison.
Most victims affected
by the scheme will likely
only get a fraction of what
they lost.

NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

TIPS ON HOW TO RECOGNIZE
ALCOHOL POISONING AND DEPENDENCE
Alcohol can be
dangerous.
Binge
drinking or alcohol
abuse can lead to alcohol poisoning. Dependence on alcohol, or
alcoholism, is a chronic disease where your
body is dependent
upon alcohol; it can be
treated but not cured.
According to the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ofMental
Disorders
(DSM),
alcohol abuse meets
one of the following
criteria. over the
course of a year: role
impairment (failing
work and home obligations), hazardous
use (driving under the
influence), legal problems or social/interpersonal problems as
a result of use.
Signs of alcohol
poisoning:
. · • Irregular breath-\
mg

• Low body ternperature
• Se~s
• Vormtmg
• Passin& out
• .Pale ~
If you think you
are suffering from
alcohol poisoning or
see that a friend is,
call 911 and get help
immediately. Even if
you are under age,
some colleges have
~ S~tan ~Iicies. Don t_be afrai~ to
do the nght thing;
your friend's life
might depend on it.
Alcohol dependence, according to the
DSM, meets at least
three of the following
criteria, over the period of a year: increased
tolerance, with~a~
symptoms, drinking
more than intended,
failed attempts_ to _cut
down on drinking,

CHRIS CARLSON/
ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

Binge drinking can be
dangerous and can lead to
alcohol poisoning, blackouts or
even death.

excessive time related
to alcohol (getting
drunk,
hangover),
impaired activities or
use despite physical or
psychological consequences.
Signs of alcohol
dependence:
• Drinking alone
or in secret
• Not being able to
limit alcohol intake
• Losing interest in
activities
• Blacking out
• Physical withdrawal
symptoms
(shaking, sweating)
• Keeping alcohol
in unlikely places (car
bathroom)
'
• Drinking to' feel
normal
Ifyou or a friend is
dependent on alcohol.
find out where Alcoholies Anonymous
meets in your area and
go to meetings. You
also can · call The
National Drug and
Alcohol Treatment
Referral Routing Service at 1-800-662HELP (4357). If your
dependence on alcohol is full-blown,
rehab may be the best
way to treat it. Do not
be ashamed in
seeking help for
your addiction.

PARTYTIPS

CFF.editor@gmailcom

Parties are a common
part of college life. Follow
these tips to keep you
safe when you are going
to the next college party.

Brandi Broxson x213
Katie Kustura x213

• Don't go out alone; go
out with friends.
• Get your own drinks;
you shouldn't drink
anything when you don't
know where it came
from.
• Don't set your drink
down and if you do, go
get a new one. Someone
could have slipped
something into it while
you weren't looking.
•Seta fixed number of .
drinks you plan to have
that night and stick to it.
• Know the game plan
for the night; make sure
you have somewhere to
stay if you have too-much
to drink.
• Keep a local cab
company's number in
your phone and cash in
your pocket in case you
need a ride home that
night.
• Keep an eye out for
your friends. If you think
your friend has had too
much to drink, make sure
he or she doesn't accept
more drinks.
• Don't take part in
drinking contests.
• Drink slowly; pace
yourself.
• Don't mix alcohol with
any other drugs,
including prescription
medications.
'
• Eat before you drink.
•Drinkwater in .
between alcoholic
beverages.

SCHOOL/LEGAL CONSEQUENCES

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

LET US KNOW
The Fiifi.i:re is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section ·o f
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com
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Editor-in-Chief
Emre Kelly 1<213
News Editors.
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Meghan Lindner x213
Online.CFF@Qmailcom

Opinions Editors.
Jerriann Sullivan x213
Adrienne Cutway x213
Opinions.CFF@gmail.com

Sporfs Editors.

STACEY WESCOTT / CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Danny Aiello x215
Mike Balducci x215

Think twice about posting drinking photos to social
networking sites such as Facebook or MySpace. _

Sports.CFF@gmailcom

Variety Editor

ALCOHOL AND SOCIAL NETWORKING
One way we let the world know
~ese ~ays that we had a great night last
mght 1s through our social networks.
We join Facebook groups called '1\.lcohol!" along with 53,000 other members,
or take quizzes like "What alcoholic
'drink are you?" We even mock other
people's sloppy nights by. reading
"Texts From Last Night." But what does
this mix of alcohol and social networking mean for our generation? In many
ways, we have yet to see the backlash.
It is true, companies do look on a
potential employee's Facebook page. If
they see a photo of you drinking from a
beer b9ng, you probably just lost any
ch~ce ~f them taking you seriously.
Umvers1ty staff and stu_d ept organizations, like sororities or sports teams,
also use these sites to see what their
si.udents are up to; if there is an incrim- ·
inating photo or wall post by you, then
you could face the consequences:
Moreover, privacy settings often can
be misleading. "Friends of friends" can
still view your profile, and there is
always the potential that things you
post now may be dug up years later. For
example, did you know-that the Library
of Congress has digitally archived
every public tweet since Twitter's
birth?
Another danger to blending alcohol
and social networks is that predators
can acquaint themselves with your
whereabouts. If someone sees your status "out for a night on the town with
the joomies," they instantly know your
home is empty and a prime target for
. burglary. Or, i( you post an update that
you're going' to "so-and-so's party," an
ill-intentioned acquaintance may show
up there, waiting'to see if you get drunk
enough so they can take advantage of
you.
With the· very real potential that
not-so-flattering facts and photos of
our youth will surface when our generation is running for political office or
vying for a job promotion, we should
all be aware, of the online trail we're
leaving behind in our college days.

, Jessica Martin x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor · _
Rami Rotlewicz x213
Phato.CFF@gmailcom

Staff Writers.
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Variable clouds with thunSCATTERED derstorms, especially in the afterT-STORMS noon. Winds SSW at 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of rain 50 percent.

High:88° Tonight: Scattered showers and
Low:7S 0 thunderstorms.

Friday

High:s1°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 76°

Saturday
ISOL. T-STORMS

High:87°
Low:77°

One free copy of the Cl!ntra/ Rorida Futu~
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior ~pproval for $1each. Newspaper theft
is a mme: ~olators may be subject to dvil
and mmrnal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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Other survivors tell what kept them alive
SETH BORENSTEIN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Astronaut Jerry Linenger
and architect Eduardo
Strauch know the remark, able quality that keeps the
trapped Chilean miners
going: the immense power
, ofhope.
· Linenger and Strauch
are living proof of survival
amid isolation. They say
that power is in us all.
Thirteen years ago,
Linenger was only a month
into his four-month expedition on an aging Russian
Mir space station when a
near-deadly fire broke out.
Th~t was the beginning of
harrowing experiences that
included a near-crash and
an oxygen system that kept
breaking down. A return
was months away. It was
the space equivalent of
what the miners may have
to face.
"If the hope is out there,
hope can get you through
that ordeal," said Linenger,
a medical doctor who had
two Russian crewmates. "I
think it's a testament to
mankind, our DNA and our
ability to survive."
The Aug. 6 collapse of a
main shaft of a gold and silver mine that runs like a
corkscrew for miles under
a northern Chilean mountain trapped the 33 miners.
They could reach many
chambers in the depths and
lived on two spoonfuls of
tuna per person every
other day. Their fate was
unknown for 17 days until
rescuers drilled a small

bore-hole that allows those
on the ground to send
emergency supplies and
communicate with the
trapped people.
Strauch was one of 16
Uruguayan rugby team
members who survived a
1972 crash in Chile's Andes
mountains and had to wait
for 72 days before being
rescued. They forced
themselves to eat the ·flesh
of dead friend:;.
"I'm sure they are going
to get out of there," Strauch,
now 63, said of the miners.
"In these circumstances,
the instincts flourish to 100
percent, and from there the
human qualities emerge,
such as confidence in
themselves."
Strauch, who is now an
architect in Uruguay, said
he and his teammates had a
goal of just seeing their
loved ones again and "in
this case of the miners it's
the same. There's tremendous faith in human
beings."
Few people have lived '
through what the 33 miners
are now going through, but
the closest and most studied analogy is just the
opposite of. the half-mile
underground room where
the miners are trapped. It is
in space, where astronauts
and cosmonauts live for as
much as a year, in cramped
quarters and with limited
contact with friends and
family back home. In the
past two decades, more
than 100 men and women
have lived in space for
months on end.
The Chilean govern-

ment has asked NASA for
advice on "life sciences"
issues and technology that
can help the miners, and
the space agency will do
what it can, said NASA
spokesman Mike Curie.
The key is giving the
miners a sense of control of
their own destiny, said University of Pennsylvania
psychiatry professor David
Dinges. He has studied
astronauts and others and
their response to isolation
and stress. He is also the
only American scientist
working on an ambitious
520-day
program
in
Moscow putting six volunteers in isolation to mimic a
moon mission. .
"Hope is a resource in
this environment," Dinges
said, especially if the miners are trying to help their
own rescue. "If they can be
an agent of their own rescue, that helps enormously."
Davitt McAteer, who
was assistant secretary for
mine safety at the Labor
Department during the
Clinton administration,
said the biggest threat to
the miners may be the
stress that comes with
being trapped underground for a long period of
time - something mine
safety officials have studied.
"This is tough but manageable, doable," he added.
"I dare say you or I could
do it" with help from counselors.
Space travelers - unlike
the miners, they volunteer
for lengthy isolation - say

DAVID J. PHILLIP/ ASSOCIATEDPRESS

AstronautJerry Linenger, who spent 132 days on the Russian Space Station Mir from Jan. 15 1997 to May 17, 1997,
answers a question during a news conference at Johnson Space Center in Houston. Linenger knows what the trapped
Chilean miners are living through and the remarkable quality that keeps them going: the immense power of hope.

there are ways you can
survive. Carl Walz, who
spent six months on the
International Space Station, said, ''You just have
to go and do it and malce
the best of your situation."
The sense that "there's
no way out ... it's kind of a
good thing," Linenger
told The Associated
Press. He said it focuses
people on fighting the
problem, not each other,
and doing what has to be
done.
Walz, who had no crisis on his mission but was
isolated, said the key for
him was "really staying
busy, figuring out a routine and staying with that
routine."
That's more important
than it sounds, psychiatrist Dinges said. It's not
just keeping people busy
"but some kind of psychologically meaningful
work."
Dinges said the miners
also need to keep track of
time in a normal way, if

possible, even celebrating birthdays.
"It sounds .crazy, but
things that allow you to
organize maintain some
semblance of human
life," Dinges said.
Another issue that
Walz and Linenger raise
is a tough one for 33 people trapped in·an area the
size of a living room: personal space. Linenger
responded to isolation by
retreating at times to a
comer of Mir.
This is critical psychologically because "you've
got to give people somethihg that's theirs,"
Dinges said. "Once you
give them that space, God
help anyone who touches
it."

And that leads to
potential clashes among
a group, a major issue
with 33 people, Dinges
said. The answer, he said,
is not to all9w disgruntled people "to contaminate the psychological
character of a group."
Linenger is more opti-

mistic: "Survival and weare-in-this-together
trumps everything:•
Linenger said he could
live with the glitches, the
threats, the loneliness on
Mir. What he had difficulty with was the broken promises. When he
was told he could spealc
to his wife, he thought of
little els~ for ·a week.
Then there was a communication problem. All
he got was static.
"The unmet expectation is the worst crushing
blow you can get,"
Linenger said. "The
biggest mistalce you can
possibly malce is say
you'll be down there next
week and not show up."
When the miners
come up, they'll experience a n ew feeling of
fresh air and freedom
that Linenger recalls with
fondness: ''You just
appreciate the fundamental, elemental things
of the Earth. And they are
going to have that same
sensation."
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Library adds computers, seating and outlets
FROM Al

library one year ago, 94 of
which were on the newly
remodeled floor.
In addition to the new
computers, the new space
offers seating for 479 people. There are also more
electrical outlets for students to use for items like
personal laptops.
The library drew from
several funds in order to
finance this project.
The total cost for the
project was $1,526,757,
according to Scharf.
Almost 60 percent of the
funds - $902,757 to be
exact - came from the
UCF technology fee. The
library funded $614,000
and the UCF Foundation
Annual Campaign Fund
provided $10,000.
"These improvements
are an important first step
in creating a 21st century
library environment for
UCF," Scharf said.
In 1967, construction
began on what was then
!mown as the Florida Technological
University
Library. Construction was
completed in July of 1968,
according to the Florida
Technological University
Library Annual Report for
that year. At that time, the
total student enrollment
was 1,948 students, according UCF's Office of Institutional Research.
Today, the UCF Library
provides service to over
35,000 users during a typical mid-semester week,
according to the UCF
Libraries website. The
Office of Institutional
Research calculates total
enrollment at 53,644 students as of fall 2009.
Among the ·many new
improvements, the new
outlets installed have been
a hit with UCF students.
"I bring my own laptop,"
said junior criminal justice
major Luiggi Cordova, "so I

ADOLFO CEBALLOS/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Stude.nts gather to admire the new changes made to the UCF Library at the ribbon-cutting ceremony held oi:i Aug. 23. The library has added new computers and more electrical outlets to the main floor.

like that section over there
that.has the [outlets]." ,
Cordova said it will now
be easier to find a seat near
an outlet because he used
to have such trouble with
that before the remodeling.
Gwen Tsai, a senior
biotechnology major, said
she likes the fact that there
is more seating and printers available to students.
Tsai also said that while
she · feels that there are
times when UCF is wasteful with her tuition funds,
she likes the fact that her
tuition helped pay for the
changes in the libr;ny.
Cordova agreed that
this was a worthwhile ,way

to spend the money.
Also present for · the
event were Michael Kilbride and Taylor Lochrane,
SGKs president and -vice
president, respectively.
SGA is also pursuing its
own plans to provide more
· access to computers and
study areas for students.
'We're working on a 24hour study space to expand
library study space over on
the north end [ofcampus],"
Kilbride said.
He said the space will be
similar to the library's second floor with space for
study groups to meet and
. technology for students to
· use.

oo

•
•
•
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DIDYOU KNOWTHATTHE UCF LIBRARIES...
• Holds over 1.8million volumes
• Occupies a main library building of226,000 gross square feet.The portion occupied by University Libraries is
206,000 gross square feet.
•Welcomes over 35,000 library users during a typical mid-semester week
• Provides access to 186,000 electronic books on subjects from poetry to computer software
• Subscribes to 17,000 serials,induding 10,500 electronic full-text journals
•Checks out over 900 items per day
•Conducted instruction sessions for over 15,000 students in 2007
• Has digitized the entire 90-year history of the Florida Historical Quarterly, consisting of 35,000 images of material.
•Adds almost 140 volumes to its collection each day
•Answers 1,100 reference questions during atypical week
• Provides 250 computer workstations and 70 laptops for public use
• Delivers documents to UCF students living as far away as Switzerland, in support of UCF'sdistributed learning
programs
- UBRARY.UCF.EDU
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'Dr. G.' show causes student's career change
FROM
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get to be up and moving
and help the families.
Also, death is pretty
intriguing, which is why
most people are probably interested in the
show."
Obermeit received
her bachelor's degree in
biological anthropology
from the University of
Florida, which led her
into the field of forensics. However, she has
decided to pursue a different career in the medical field and earned a
second
bachelor's
degree this past summer
from UCF in nursing.
''.Arden was an outstanding student," said
Patricia Weinstein, an
assistant professor in the
nursing program and
one of Obermeit's role
models. "She had work
experience and it gave
her insight into learning
about the human body.
She had a natural curiosity and drive that made it
·a pleasure to teach her."
Weinstein said that
all nursing students
come to the program
with different experiences, but Obermeit's
was unique.
Obermeit said she
found nursing school
easier than she expected
because she had learned
so much from autopsies.
When they were teaching things about the
body, she could already
picture what _it looked
like in real life.
One of the reasons
Obermeit chose to continue her education at
UCF is because she and
her husband had already
established a life in
Orlando.
"It allowed me to
make a huge career
change in little time,"
said Obermeit. "The
'accelerated program
makes it doable for
those with a degree who
want to get a degree in
nursing in 15 months."
Obermeit said she

couldn't imagine studying for the degree at
another school.
Though she chose
UCF based on location,
she chose nursing based
on more personal reasons.
During her time on
the show, she was diagnosed with Cushing's
syndrome, a disease that
affects the pituitary
gland and causes high
levels of cortisol, high
blood pressure, and
weight gain.
Obermeit said she
had been misdiagnosed
once before, · but one
nurse practitioner was
able to give her the right
diagnosis.
"Being a patient made
me realize I wanted to
go into nursing,"L.,O bermeit said. "I was ttained
under a different medical model and I feel like
nursing looks at patients
more holistically instead
of at symptoms on their
own. I also feel like we
have a lot more time
with our patients. They
don't feel as rushed and
maybe will be more
comfortable
about
telling us things or
remember something
they would have otherwise forgotteIL"
Her husband, Toby
Obermeit, doesn't think
. she'll have any problems
making patients feel
comfortable.
"She's very friendly
and easy to get along
with. She makes friends
with just about anybody," he said. "That's
one thing that's amazing
about her that I think
really helps her on the
-job."
Toby said he knows
his wife will be happier
working as a nurse.
"When we met,
before she moved to
Orlando, in Gainesville,
she got along with people there, but it wasn't
quite what it could have
been," he said. "[Nursing] is a little more fulfilling for her."
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The things we do for dreams~

Good with money? Try this crossword and find out if you're smarter than
"that guy," Kyle. He's bad wit h finances and even worse at crossw ord
puzzles. To see him in action, go to 53.com/students. While yo u're there,
enter to win a $10,000 scholarship or other great prizes.

ACROSS

DOWN
The more you make the
1 Kyle's name for man,
woman or child (Slang).
less you have.
7 It cost s yo u more when
2 A mont hly declaration of
you spend too much.
your accounts.
11 How money p uts itself into 3 You can't lose it , b ut you
your account.
need to keep track of it.
5 A high one is good for
12 Mo ney you get to use, but
savings, but bad for debt .
not keep.
6 " I don't want to go into it,"
13 You live in a house, but
monetarily speaking .
you pay t his down.
A
plan that 's money.
8
Don't
g
ive
yourself
too
14
much of it. Or t hem.
9 You take it to the bank.
·10 Kyle's explosive
17 A d iploma (of sorts)
exclamatio n.
awarded by the b ank
14 Use it, and your own
(Abbr.) .
autograph costs you.
18 A g reat town and state
15 Along a ri ver or a corner.
of mind .
16 Paydays. A ll of t hem.
19 Kyle's personal line of
credit (Abbr.)..
20 Kyle's constant fi nancial
sit uation.
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Grad students help with patients' therapy
FROM

Al

Health Matters

Clinic.
The house has four
rooms that resemble what
you would find in a typical
home including a family
room, a kitchen, a
library/den, a garden patio
and a garage. The purpose
of the home-like feel is to
make the patients feel as
comfortable as possible,
On June 21, Whiteside
welcomed four patients,
her first group of clients
for a six week-long session.
The intense program will
be offered six times a year.
Nemec was one of the
first clients in the house,
which is located on Central
Florida Research Park's
Research Pavilion. Also
housed in the same building is the UCF Communication Disorders Clinic.
Whiteside has high
hopes for future patients
because, according to the
National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, personalized intensive therapy has
proven to treat aphasia
very effectively.
"There is a battery of
assessments before and
after the session," said
Whiteside. "We can then
find the strengths ·a nd disabilities of the client."
Helping her find the
strengths and disabilities
of the clients are UCF
graduate students studying
communication sciences
and disorders. The students, whom she moxritors
closely from another room,
provide individualized and
group therapy under the
supervision of certified
clinical faculty. An example of the type ofprograms
students can help with is
sentence structures and
verbs.
As an expert in the field
and the recipient of the
2010 Honors of the Associ- ·
ation Award from the

-losing language
Alter a stroke. hea.d injury or tumor. millions develop ~ a - loss
of the ability to express or understand spoken or written language.

Types of aphasia .
.... Broca's aphasia
Damage to left frontal lobe
• Person may understand
the meaning of words and
know how to respond, but
forces words out slowly
with great effort
• Right arm and leg
can be paralyzed
Wemicke's aphasia •
~ to temporal

lobe
• Person has difficutty
understanding spoken,
written language; speaks
fluently but in nonsense
words
area .

.... Global aphasia Extensive
damage to language centers
• Person may be unable
to understand. speak or write
• Aphasia'Is the most
common language disorder
among older people
~ Maldt

...._,National~
on Deafness and Other
Oisordels
Graphic: lee Hulteng. JiJd'f Tleible

Comrrulic:atiQn

(U.S.)

Florida Association of
Speech-Language Pathologists and Audiologists in
Orlando, Whiteside is able
to offer students advice on .
if a client's therapy needs
to be altered.
Clients, like Nemec, and
family members, like his
wife, Kathleen, and his son,
Nathan, are given a copy of

the protocol so they can
understand what is being
done for treatment and
why.
For Nemec and his family that was a reliefbecause
another speech therapy
facility said that ifhe hadn't
gotten better within six
months, there was no
hope.

TINA RUSSELL/ CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Roman Nemec, above, is a recent graduate of tile speech-language therapy
program.Janet Whiteside, below, is tile director of tile Aphasia House.

02008 IICT

Nemec, who worked as
an airplane mechanic for
20 years, found the therapy
intense at times, but it
helped him to be able to
read aloud.
Kathleen and Nathan
said they are very proud of
how far he has come.
"He always had a drive
to fix things," Nathan said

of his father, "and that hasn't changed."
Something else that
hasn't changed is Nemec's
ability to find humor in
tough situations.
"His sense ofhumor has
stayed intact throughout
this;' Kathleen said.
ThoughNathanfoundit
hard to see a strong person

I

like his father go through
this, he said he's glad his
father has come out on top
again.
Nemec is thankful for
his progress and for the
house he was able to heal
in.
"UCF, I think," said
Neme~, "is the best there
is."
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Woods/Nordegren divorce
. : WINDERMERE 'l'iger Woods' ex-wife Elin
Nordegren said she has
';been through hell" since
tier husband's infidelity
surfaced but she never hit
him. according to an interview released Wednesday.
' Nordegren told People
magazine she and Woods
tried for months to reconcile the relationship. In the
end, a marriage "without
trust and love" wasn't
good for anyone, she said
On Thanksgiving night
outside their Florida
home, Woods drove his
SUV over a fire hydrant
and into a tree, setting off
shocking revelations that
sports' biggest star had
been cheating on his wife
through multiple affairs.
The couple officially
divorced Monday.
Nordegren told People
that she never hit Woods
q_n the night of the car
crash.
"There was never any
violence inside or outside
our home," she said: "The
speculation that I would
have used golf club to hit
him is just truly ridiculous."
--.
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CfF ARCHIVE

· Kristin Fisher, left, is set to hold down the fort as the Knights' outside hitter. Coach Todd Dagenais says Fisher could be the most consistent player in (-USA.

No seniors, no problem:
Knights confident in youngsters
CARSON INGLE

COLLEGE

Staff Writer

Wh~n women's volleyball

.

'

UCF QB up in the air
ORLANDO - Cehtral
Florida coach George
O'Leary expects to have a
good starting quarterback
this season. He just doesn't
know who it is yet
The two candidates
aren't making it easy on
him.
The favorite is Rob ·calabrese, a junior entering
his third season under
O'Leary's tutelage. But he
has serious competition
from Jeffrey Godfrey, a
freshman who shattered
Miami-Dade's career passing record .
Both have something to
prove.
Calabrese led UCF in
passing as a freshman, but
seemed overwhelmed running the offense and last
year ceded the starting job.
Godfrey wants to show
the country's power conference teams that they
erred in overlooking the
gaudy prep statistics he
put up for his slight, 5-foot11 frame.

•

•
•
•
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began their season at 8-2 last year,
:pope was high that the Knights
might regain its past success.
In year two-under Todd Dagenais, injuries to Brittanie Wallace,
-- Nichole Riedel and others sent
things into a tailspin, with the
team losing seven in a row and
finishing with a 12-18 record.
With a challenging early
schedule, it is unquestione_d that
a young team will have to come
together quickly. The roster has

THE VOLLEYBALL OVERHAUL

no seniors and 11 of the 15 girls are
underclass~en.

Dagenais;was quick to point
out his team's youth at Fan and
Media day this past Saturday. In
front of _the room of assembled
.fans, he asked all his seniors to
stand up. Wrth not one senior
standing, he bad made his point
that his team would have to
mature quickly in 2010.
''I think right now we have a
range of where we could be, just
because there is so much inexperience and so many young players," he said. 'We could be middle ofthe pack to really good. I've

Marcus Jordan: More
than just a story?
Since when are kids
not allowed to be kids?
Since when does a
famouslastnamesetthe
standards by which you
.
live.?
By now meqia outlets
around UCF - and even
DANNY AIELLO
ESPN - are reporting
SPORTS EDITOR
about Marcus Jordan's
wild tweets about his
weekend in Vegas. If
wrong, but school wasn't
you're expecting this to
in session last weekend,
be a "Marcus how could therefore the guys can
you?" piece, you might
enjoy his summer howas well turn the page.
eve.r they pleases.
So h ere are the
- - And honestly: who
details.
cares?
Marcus, along with
Last, I checked Marbrother Jeffery and felcus is 20. He is a kid
low Knight AJ. Rompza,
who happens to have a
went to Vegas to attend
father who made a lot of
his father's basketball
money.
camp and had a bit of
Let's put this into perfun in Vegas while th'rY
spective: Marcus dropwere atit.
PLEASE SEE STOP ON A12
Correct me if I'm

DEPARTING PLAYERS
Erin Campbell
Andee Youngblood
Lauren Williams
Renele Ford
Kristen Petrasic
Katie Riley
Jennifer Belew

.INCOMING FRESHMEN
Katie Tatum
Allison Rinderknecht
Marie Reiterova .
Roxy Mendez
Kaye-Alese Green

REDSHIRT FRESHMEN
Angelica Crump
Nichole Riedel

been around the block once or
twice so I know it is going to fall
into that range."
Dagenais remains cautiously
optimistic in the health of his
team as they prepare for the season opening Florida Gulf Coast
Tournament this weekend.

'½.s of right now, knock on
wood, everyone's 100%,'' he said.
" Relatively, going into it, we're as
healthy as we've ever been."
With all the injuries and
inconsistency that the black and
PLEASE SEE

FRESHMEN ONA11

Wmaen's soccer

u~ drops tough match
Knights fall to
No.11 Gators 2-0
JASON CROOK
Staff Writer

The No. · 25-ranked
women's soccer team
suffered a disappointing
2-0 loss to rival No. 11
Florida Gators in their
regular-season opener at
the UCF Soccer Complex, Sunday.
A record crowd of
2,141. packed into the
stands to watch two of
the nation's top programs
battle for in-state bragging rights.
The Knights' (0-1-0)
physical, defensive style
foiled the Gators' (2-0-0)
potent offensive attack in
the first haU: highlighted
by a great diving save
from junior goalkeeper

COURTESY ALEX SCHIERHOLTZ

UCF goalkeeper Aline Reis did all she could to help keep the Knights in the
game, but UCF fell 2-0 to the Florida Gators, Sunday.

Aline Reis. The All- goals in a 4-minute span
American did all she that broke the game
could to keep the Knights open.
in the game early and fin"Toe second half was
ished with four saves.
disappointing, we came
The second half out flat," said head coach
couldn't have started · Amada Cromwell. ''.At the
worse for the Knights end there we ended up
with junior Tahnai Annis
scoring both Florida
PLEASE SEE RECORD ON A12
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Sentinel: Jordans drop 56K in Las Vegas
What happens in Vegas, gets
posted on Twitter

do Sentinel,
Marcus JorA few key players from
dan posted
the men's basketball team
on his Twitstirred controversy this .
ter
an
weekend, and· this time it
account
about the
~~t over a shoe deal
Jordan
players' visMarcus and Jeff Jordan,
its to Haze
sons of NBA legend
Michael Jordan, and cur- Nightclub, Liquid Pool
re~t UCF basketball play- Lounge at Aria Hotel, and
ers, visited Las Vegas this Casino City Center.
"Last night was stupid,"
weekend to attend the
elder Jordan's Fantasy Bas- Marcus wrote on his Twitketball Camp at the Mirage · ter. "... 35k at Haze ... Totals
Resort Casino, which costs 50k something the whole
between · $13,500 and day .. Damn!! Going to the
$15,000 per person. The. pool again today .. Gotta
Jordans' were joined by relax!"
friend and fellow Knight,
While Jeff Jordan and
Rompza are older than 21,
AJ.Rompza.
However, the trip wasn't the Orlando Sentinel is
what caught people's atten- reporting that Chicago Trition: It was the Jordans' bune archives · confirm
Marcus Jordan is 20 years
Twitter account.
According to the Orlan- old.

Celebrity websites TerezOwens.com and TaintedVegas.com posted updates
about the Jordan brothers
spending $56,000 in Las
Vegas in one day.
The Sentinel reported
that Marcus posted a
Ustream video and Jeff
posted a Twitter video
from the Liquid Pool
Lounge featuring all three
basketball players. Jeff also
posted a video shot inside
Haze Nightclub, but he was
the only Knight who could .
be identified.
As of Thursday, all
tweets were removed and
players' Twitter accounts
stated they were all back in
Orlando.

Golf recruiting dass finalized
After winning the Conference USA .champi-

onship for the second
consecutive year last season, the Knights men's
golf team has added four
freshmen to round out its
roster.
The Knights picked up
Kyle Wilshire, of G~orgetown, Ky., Golfweek's No.
177-rated amateur. Wilshire
won the Kentucky Junior
Amateur championship,
posting a 5-under 67 at
Lindsey Golf Course in
Radcli.fI: Ky.
Also joining the team
are Greg Eason (of Leicestershire, England), Hojin
Kang (Lake Mary) and Han
Kim (Chicago).
_
The team is returning
four of its five starters in
the 2010-2011 season: juniors Connor Arendell and
Brad Schneider, senior
Nuno Henriques and soph-

omore Reid Martin. The
Knights will begin their
season Sept. ll at the Wolf
Run Intercollegiate in
Zionesville, Ind

Atailgating prep course
UCF Athletics is giving
a preview of the tailgates to
come with "UKNIGHT
Ultimate Tailgate Party'' at
Wall Street Plaza, Saturday.
Besides drinks, games,
and
appearances
by
Knightro and the Marching
Knights, UCF Athletics will
be giving out tickets to the
Sept. 4-home opener vs.
South Dakota, signed UCF
memorabilia, gift cards and
Knights-related gear.
The party will go on rain
or shine from 2-6 p.m. V1Sit
www.wallstplaza.net/UCFtailgate-party for more
information. .

Soccer trounces Tampa
The men's soccer team
continued its preseason
with a 5-0 romp over the
University of Tampa,
Monday.
Sophomore
Nicholas Keown-Robson
led the way with two goals
and two assists in the first
hal£
The Knights (1-0-1 in
the preseason) utilized
sophomore Shawn Doyle
and freshman Sebastian
Evers in goal Doyle posted
two saves, Evers one.
A.J. ' Nelson, Spencer
Scott and Kevan George
each recorded goals.
The Knights have one
final scrimmage, against
Saint Leo this Saturday at 6
p.m., before beginning the
regular season Sept. 1.
- STAFF REPORTS

Freshmen set to play integral role on court
at libero, as well."
The importance of
gold experienced last knowing who the starting
year, there is a strong setter will be significant.
desire to get back out on Much like a basketball
the court. Practices start- point guard, the setter
ed Aug. 9 and the team is.· becomes the initiator and
ready to see live game~- creator of an offensive
action.
· . i; attack. Two newcomers
"I'm really excited to iri true freshman Marie
get started," said sopho- Reiterova and Tulsa
more Evija Vtlde. ''I want transfer Rachel Vukson
to se~ how the team will ~e, competing for the
. compete'., in games and pQsition. .
how strong we can be.
At libero, Meredith",
When we play against · :Murphy is facing a tough
each other it's a little dif- '" battle ' after posting
fe:re:i;it." ·
record numbers in 2009.
,;\As Dagenais enters his MurJ?hY s~t the UCF sinthird season he hopes . ,gle-season record with
thi.t.f ·a ; success,ful camp ·, · 4.27 . digs per set, but
payi; _dividends eru;-ly iii-· ·s·o phomore Dani Harrithe season. Even the son might be the most
coach will admit . that improved player since
there are still some things winter, according to
in flux as the Knights get Dagenais.
set to play Houston BapRedshirt junior Kristin
tist, Florida Gulf Coast Fisher says the competiand Bethune-Cookman tion has been helpful for
in the three day tourney.
the Knights.
"I think we're ready
"It's definitely soineright now," he said. "We thing that is going to help
still have a lot of battles our team. The difference
we're trying to figure out. between this year and
I was hoping that we last year is that we have
would know for sure who backups, we have the
our setter will be right depth we need on the
now. The other battle is bench. Everyone is pushFROM
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ing everyone which I
think that is one thing
that is going to catapult
us to get a lot better," he
said.
·
Outside hitter, the
position that Fisher
roams, has a little more
clarity. Dagenais says the
junior from Clearwater
will be one of the most
consistent players in
Conference USA Angelica Crump is a redshirt
freshman who recorded
some big numbers in
spring competition, has
the edge to start opposite
Fisher. Vtlde will round
out the outside hitting
corps after playing in all
30 matches as a freshman
last year.
.
The .final unit is the
middle blockers. Junior
Sara Rex and sophomore
Tory McCutchen will
compete for time with
Riedel. Before she suffered a tom abdominal
muscle, Riedel was billed
as one of the top players
in the conference.
Fisher expects big
things from the redshirt
freshman.
"I really think people
are going to be very

Evija Vilde played in all 30 matches as a freshman last season.

impressed with Nichole,"
he said. "I think she is
going to be a key for us in
the middle that people
aren't expecting because
they didn't see her last
year."
The team should be

challenged right off the bat
by their schedule. They
play in back-to-back road
tournaments to start the
year before coming home
to face Baylor, who is
receiving votes in the
AVCA Division 1 Coaches

Preseason poll
Other highlights on the
schedule include VolleyBowl III against ECU on
Oct. 10 and a Bright House
Sports Network televised .
game ·against Southern
Miss on Nov. 7.
The team that wins the
regular season title will
now get the automatic
NCAA Tournament bid.
Recently, the players
and coaches had a meeting
to lay out season goals.
Among the things that were
discussed was the possibility of bringing the program
back to the NCAAs for the
eighth time and first since
2003.
'We want to be top four
in conference," said Fisher.
'We want our RPI to be in
the top 75. Both of those
things will help us have a
really good shot of going to
the tournament. We have a
lot of high expectations for
this year:'

Te xt stop to end at
anytime.
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Be a UCF varsity athl ete and compete for
Conference USA & NCAA championsh ips

We want YOU to join our crew!
Try"'Out M eeting
7PM Mon. 8/3 0
Student U nion
or contact Coach Furtek:
jfurtek@ath letics.ucf.edu
http://www.ucfrowing.com
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Record crowd not enough to spark Knights
Junior midfielder
Katie Jackson
plays in front of a
record crowd at
the UCF Soccer

FROM A12

they shattered the previous attendance mark of
getting some decent 1,142 set last season in a
chances but it was kind of victory over Florida State.
like too little, too late."
''The crowd was amazA defensive turnover ing, I couldn't believe how
by UCF landed the ball big it was," said Senior forright in front of their own ward Kim Newsome. "It
net and Annis wasted no was great to have them all
time slamming home the out here supporting,
first goal of the game in whether they were rooting
the 48th minute.
for us or Florida, it was just
"What concerns me is nice to see them all here."
that the first goal was a
Next up for the Knights
mistake, a misheader right · is another NCAA tournato the girl," said Cro:mwell. ment team from last year
"We kind of gave them the in San Diego State, who
first goal, and you can't comes to town for a game
give a team like Florida a Friday night.
goal:'
"I was glad we started
Annis wasn't done. Just the season with Florida,
four minutes later the that would expose some
scrappy forward beat the things that we need to
UCF defense to a through work on," said Cromwell.
ball in the box and used a "There are some bright
magnificent sliding kick spots for sure, but I'm
to put the Knights in a going to be breaking down
hole they couldn't climb a lot video."
out of.
"We beat ourselves in a
lot of ways because we
didn't communicate and
players were unaccounted for," said Junior midfielder Katie Jackson, who
FROM AlO
finished with three shots.
"Specifically at the beginping $56,000 in Vegas is
ning and end of each
the equivalent to our parhalf."
ents giving us $20 to go
UCF did have some
to the movies.
chances to score early but
Why harass the kid?
failed to capitalize on
Oh, because his last
their opportunities that
name is Jordan. Because
could have swung the
his dad was the greatest
early momentum of the
basketball player ever, he
game in their favor.
now has a higher stanSophomore
Tishia
dard, right?
Jewell had a good look
WRONG.
from the right side in the
It's time the media
18th minute that sailed
leaves him alone.
just wide and into the side
Marcus is harassed
of the net, and another
everywhere he goes with
chance from close range
questions about his dad,
in the final seconds of the
his life; and his money. I
first half that was stopped
feel bad for him. How
by UF goalkeeper Katie
would you ~e it if everyFraine.
where you went, everyEvery scoring chance
one forgot you were a
brought the record crowd
person and decided to
to their feet, and even
treat you as a human
though they couldn't help
interest story.
the Knights get the win,
He finally allows us

Complex. The
Knights lost to
the University of

Florida 2-0.
COURTESYALEX
SCHIERHOLTZ

Stop harassing Maicus because of his name
into his life. He tweets to
show us what he is doing
and show us that he is
human. He does go out
with friends and do normal kid things.
Sure we all can't drop
that kind of dough, but if
we had it we would.
If I spent $56,000 in
Vegas yesterday, I wouldn't even make the he~dlines on my friends Facebook News Feed, but
since he is "MARCUS
JORDAN," we hang on
every word he says ... or
tweets.
Absurd.
We as the media are
lucky that celebrities let
us into their lives. This
kid opens the door to,us
and we blow it out of1
proportion.
I
Here is the tweet:
"Last night was stqpid,
35k at Haze... Totals 50k

something the whole
went away with his
day.. Damn!! Going to the brother, father and best
pool again today.. Gotta
friend to Vegas for the
relax."
weekend. Vegas is
It doesn't say who
expensive, and Marcus
spent the money. It
has money to blow.
doesn't say what it is on.
Did he commit a
Jeffrey, who is 21-yearscrime? Did he jeopardold, could have spent it. ize the school or his
Marcus could have just · basketball season?
purchased a Rolex for
No.
He could have avoidall we know. Why do we
assume he was out wild- ed tweeting that, but we1
ly clubbing in Vegas?
want to see into his life.
We want to see that he
Because we want
drama. All Marcus is to
is human. All we are
ESPN is a story. The
doing by making this
more clicks the better;
national headlines is
the more controversy
making him not want to
the better the ratings.
talk to us and go into
He was back at
seclusion.
school on Monday, so
Then when he puts
he didn't miss practice
up the 'wall's of secluor school. l don't see
sion,' if you will, we will
what the big deal is.
·bash him again for 'hidCould I be naive?
ing things.'
Possibly.
Is this all we have
All I know is the kid
come to as the media?

Hawking and being
vultures over a 20-yearold kid because of his
last name?
Not this reporter.
If I had his money, I'd
probably spend it the
same way and tell
everyone who didn't ·
like it to huzz off. He
didn't hurt himself or
anyone, he didn't do
anything illegal to get
himself or the school in
trouble, so why all the
fuss.
Marcus:
Big props for.tweeting what you did and
what you spent. Who
cares? It's your money
(well, technically your
dad's) and if you have it,
spend it.
.
You are a human, and
the media may tend to
forget that and just look
at you as a headline.

•
•

•
•
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Local' farmers offer
~rganic alternatives
DANIEL RALLEO
Contributing Writer

It was only several years ago that
the organic and natural food movement was gaining momentum as
consumers fought retailers to carry
food products that contained no synthetic materials. ·Now, organic foods
sit plentifully on grocer,s shelves.
Publix Supermarkets saw
the potential for an increase of
profitability in this market
when they launched their new
concept all-natural stores
across Florida named "GreenWise Market" in 2007. But is
this healthy attribute to your
diet worth the extra cost?
"The small additional cost is
worth the long term benefits," said Caitlin Araldi, a
senior Spanish major,
who began her allorganic diet in 2007
when she started at
UCF. "My motlier
always instilled an
appreciation for the naturalgoodness of food. So when I
1
began grocery shopping on my
own, I thought, why wouldn't I
capitalize on what is already
wholesome in nature?"
Take a closer look at the
organic food labels. "USDA
Certified Organic Carrots: Harvested in California," reads a
label found in the Publix
produce section. California
is located nearly 3,000
miles away from where the
carrot is now being solcl.
"The second you pick
something . from the
ground it starts to die,"
said Summer Singletary, a senior environmental studies major
and local food activist.
"Think about how long that
carrot had to travel before it
even reached the store."
"Local foods provide more
nutrients because they are
fresher, plus, they are just so
much more delicious," Singletary said.
In addition to the
fresh factor, local food
activists also argue that
local foods make more
sense from an environmentally
· sustainable
standpoint. "Reducing.the
transportation of food
results in less
depletion of the
atmosphere due to
less carbon emissions," said Singletary.
Although the subtropical summer months in Florida

TINA RUSSELU CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Thomas Carey a local farmer from Sundew Gardens, located near UCF, prepares to plant a batch of organic home-grown tomatoes.

provides difficult conditions to
grow, the approaching fall season produces some of the
most fruitful harvests.
"Fall and spring seasons
are great because I rarely
need to go to the grocery
store," said Singletary, who
says she picks all of her produce herself.
As an active volunteer of the UCF
Arboretum, Singletary
is able to pick fresh produce from the garden.
The UCF Arboretum is
a community garden where
students can volunteer their
'time in exchange for a "mindful" amount of free and locally
grown organic produce.
In addition, local weekerid
farmers markets have made
local food more accessible.
. Several farmers markets
exist in the greater
Orlando
area,
including the Lake
Eola
Farmers
Market, which is
downtown every

Sunday in Lake Eola Park
For the farmers who harvest
the goods to fill the stands of
the farmer's markets, it
is entirely part of
their
day-to-day
lifestyle.
"My day begins at
4:30.a.m., that's when I get most
of the heavy work done
because the sun is not up
yet," said Thomas Carey,
who owns a little over twothirds of an acre of land
specifically devoted to
gardening and harvesting edible produce.
Nestled next to his
Oviedo residence of
nearly 30 years, Sundew
Gardens allows those
enrolled in the Harvest Garden Society to pick all the produce they can handle for $20 a
month.
The cost of
enrollment
also covers
gardening
classes
taught by

·

PRICE COMPARISON
LOCAL PRICE
$4.50/dozen
$8.99/lb
FREE*
FREE*
*atthe UCF Arboretum upon
volunteering.

GROCERY STORE PRICE
$5/dozen
$11.99/lb
$3.95
$3.50/lb
Carey that show people how to properly
pick from a garden.
"Some of the things you
will find in my garden you just
wont find in the store," said
Carey, whose harvest consists
of crops indigent to Central Florida, i n c l u d i n ~
some lesser-known produce items such as the
PLEASESEE

PLANT ON A14
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SEPS _
provides safe campus travel
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

Spend a late night at the
library or the student union
and you're bound to have
seen the safety escort
patrols. In yellow polos
nearly as bright as the lights
their carts flash, these students serve as a grown-up
version of the buddy system ·providing safety in
numbers.
·
For students making the
trek home from a friend's
dorm or from the library to
Garage D, Safety Escort
Patrol Services, SEPS,
serves as a security blanket
and often a quick ride.
Five nights a week. Sunday to Thursday, there are
five to six safety escort
patrols roaming campus
from 7 p.m. to I a.m. who

MICHELLEDAVIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students can call SEPS for a ride at night anywhere on campus.SEPS also patrols the campus and parking garages.

will provide students with
either a walking escort or a
lift in one of three batterypowered carts to any desti-

nation on campus within
about four minutes of their
call
However, SEPS does not

work like the UCF shuttles.
Its services are limited to
the confines of the campus
and it will not bring stu-

dents to their apartments
off Alafaya 1rail or University Boulevard. They will
bring riders as close to their
destination as they possibly
can; dropping off students
looking to go to Pegasus
Landing at the comer of
campus right across from
the apartment complex.
SEPS will never deny a
caller an escort no matter
the party number or distance.
''We never decline a call,
even if it's a short distance,"
Robert Konarewski, a senior biology major and SEPS
supervisor said ''When it is
short that's when you know ·
those are the people who
want the service the most.
One time I had a lady call
for an escort to the parking
PLEASE SEE

SEPS ON A15
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Say 'ahoy' to naughty pirate-themed fun
BRANDI BROXSON
News Editor

· Treasure Tavern brings a
night full of risque cabaret,
comedic performances and
mind-boggling acts, not to
mention a three-course meal
The adult dinner show,
which opened in late June, is
located n~xt to the Pirate's
Dinner Adventure just off of
I-Drive.
Odien Inc. owns Treasure Tavern and Pirate's Dinner Adventure, although the
Tavern is a far cry from the
family-oriented "swashbuckling" adventure next door.
No screaming children or
stroller traffic jams here,
think of Treasure Tavern as
the R-rated version.
The show centers on the
clamorous Gretta Von
Keagel, a widowed tavern
owner who hosts the
evening's events in a series of
flamboyant ensembles.
And if her name doesn't

hint to you that this is an
adult show, her naughty
songs that are integrated
with the dining experience
will. "Toss My Salad" and
"You Can't Beat Our Meat''
are a few of the songs performed during the first and
second courses.
When you arrive, you will
be greeted by one of Gretta's
''Jewels" and led to the main
dining room. The scantily
clad sirens not only act as
waitresses but also as singers
and dancers for the show.
The dimly-lit dining room
features leather seating for
up to 240 guests, a full bar
and a small main stage
where the show takes place.
The dining room decor is
lavish and believable without
being tacky and the room
gives off a warm and luxurious feel Heavy curtains with
dark ruby and deep purple
tones mask the stage and
shipwreck treasures cover
the walls.

The show pegins with
two pirate puppets who
appear near the stage to
exchange insults with
Gretta as she welcomes
the audience.
I could have done without the cheesy puppets
and their bad jokes but the
entertainment to follow
more than made up for it.
Much of the show
involves audience participation. If you aren't into
playful humiliation you
can put in a request for a
table near the ha.ck, otherwise be ready to have the
spotlight on you and even
help Gretta with her suggestive oversized pepper
grinder.
The cast includes many
local performers from the
Orlando area, such as ·
Poopsie, the laughterinducing mime and magician who acts as ·Gretta's
pet.
The comedy troupe
foursome remin,ded me of
the Three Stooges plus a
very ditzy and hilarious
Jewel named Jinx. (Think
snorting and tripping
galore). The troupe's acts
are mainly improv style
competitions.
The e,ntertainment also
featured an acrobat duo, a
Mongolian contortionist
that will leave your jaw on
the floor and a pair of
quick change artists from
. Russia. The show line-up
is structured to change on
a regular basis.
The food, which is
served on fine china and
with gold-plated cutlery

COURTESY TREASURE TAVERN

Gretta Von Kea gel and her sexy jewels"can be found at the Treasure Tavern, located just off of I-Drive in Orlando.
'
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was delicio~, but I would
recommen,tl -0rdering an a ·
la. carte app~tizer to hold
you over.
The men\.x, which was
created by chef Wania de
Mattos from Brazil, is
comprised of a mixed
green salad, prime rib with
mashed potatoes and
asparagus ~d ·a sweet
almond cake for dessert.

Vegetarian and fish
options are also available if
red meat isn't your cup of
tea.
Speaking of tea, the
drink menu prices might
shiver your timbers. A
complimentary mini, serving of Gretta's rum punch.
is available for those of age
but after that a glass of the
punch will cost you $16.

For the amount of
entertainment you get
(about two and ahalfhours
·worth) and the quality of
the food, the price of the
dinner show is reasonable
at ·nearly $50. College students are eligible for a 20
percent discount on admission with a student ID.
For more information
visit treasuretavern.com

,'__t

Plant a seed>with UCF arboretllm
FROM
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Seminole pumpkin (a
squash native to Florida)
and heirloom honey bell
oranges.
Local food activists
believe that the main issue
stems do~ to Qne thing:
accountability.
"There's ' a certain
accountability that comes
from a face-to-fac;e interaction with the person who
is growing your food," said
Singletary. "We need
awareness. Students neea
to see how accessible, delicious, and inexpensive a
diet oflocal food can be."
You can see the price
difference between buying food at the grocery
store and buying locally
in one simple dish. For an
example,
making a
spinach and goat cheese
omelette with free range
eggs, goat cheese, New
Zealand spinach and gar-

lie with local ingredients
would save you money
without compromising
the quality' of ingredients.
Local prices for eggs and
goat cheese go for
$4.50/dozen, $8.99/lb. Volunteering at the arboretum would give you the
spinach and garlic for free.
In a grocery store, it
would cost you $5/dozen
fo~ eggs,,$Ig>9,Q.b for goat.
cheese, $3.95 for spinach
and $3.50/lb for garlic.
For more 1information
o:n volunteering at the
, UCF Arbo:retutn, please
cJntact thetn at (407) 8232762 or visit their website
at arboretum.ucf.edu. The
garden plans to host a fall
plant sale of vegetables
andherbsonOctoberl6-17.
For information on Sundew Gardensi or enrolling
in the Harvest,Garden Sodety. please contact Thomas
TINA RUSSELL CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
Carey at sundewgar- Thomas Carey enjoys the local organic harvest at Sundew Gardens as a cheaper
alternative to buying organic vegetables in the lo~I supermarket.
dens@gmail.com
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SEPS to be used fOr safety, not 'taxi service'
FROM AB

might have called them
for safety."
.. garage outside ·the buildThe weather also has
ing she was ill'; but ifsome- an impact on SEPS busi~ thing were-to happen it's ness as they receive more
r more likely to occur in a calls for escorts when it's
: parking garage:'
raining or cold out
t The free service,
'What people don't
offered through the UCF realize is that the carts are
: Police Department, is pro- open on the sides," Kon1 vided for security reasons.
azewski said "If it's rainThe majority of their rid- ing you're still going to get
ers, lone females, use it for wet. When it's cold out,
· that purpose.
like 35 or 40 degrees out,
''N'me out of ten of our we walk instead of taking
calls are f,rom females who the carts because these
are alone," Konazewski carts get a nice breeze
said 'We har~ ever get when they're moving at 25
Ccalls from males by them- miles per hour and you
Z.selves."
turn purple. The cold also
t Occasionally, SEPS is zaps the battery."
called to act more as a taxi
Most students call
service than a safety pre- SEPS expecting to be drivcahtion from students en to their destination but
wishing to use it. for the if a party is larger than
freei,tide.
three or the battery to a
"I/called SEPS because cart has diminished, walkit was a f:ir, walk," Carla ing escorts are provided as
1 Francesca Miani, a freshthe alternative, much too
man biology major said. . some students annoyance.
"If I was _' by myself I
"Most of the com-

=

plaints we get are from
students who want the
cart and not a walking
escort but we are a safety
escort service not a car
service," Konazewski said
Each of the three carts
will drive an average of35
miles a night, according
to Konazewski. Even on
nights when calls lag that
average remains constant
as SEPS ·a cts as further
eyes and ears on campus;
patrolling parking lots
and offering rides to students they see walking
alone.
Most nights 85 percent
of the students they escort
called in while the other 15
percent were picked up as
the cart or walking .e scort
passed, according to Konazewski.
1htst can be placed in
these safety escorts as
each must under.go a background check, stress test,
drug test and an ethics
course among other

requirements before being car rather than drop them
off at the entrance of the
hired
"Being a safety escort is garage, they check to make
the best on-campus job," sure the person gets safely in
Robert Brown. a senior psy- their car before leaving, and
chology major .and safety they refuse to move an inch
if every passenger's seatbelt
escort patrol, said
SEPS does make an effort isn't buckled
to go the extra mile and real"One time this old
ly practice the safety and woman had me help her fmd
help they preach. They will · her dog," Konazewski said
drive around the parking lot "She was out by Greek Row
with a student to locate their and she looked real upset. I

thought she'd lost her job or
something but she'd just lost
her dog. So I got out of the
cart and chased this black
dog around for 20 minutes
till I caught it:'
SEPS can be contacted at
(407)823-2424. If it is after 1
a.m. or the weekend students can contact the UCF
PD at (407)823-5555 and an
officer will be dispatched to
escort them if available.

MICHELLE DAVIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ASEPS staff member drives near the John T. Washington Center to pick up a student.
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OUR STANCE

Take some time
to help others
T

1

he devastating BP oil
Rho chapter for taking time
to organize and host this
spill is already losing
the attention of many event. Putting on a large
event the first week of
Americans.
It is understandable that
classes is stressful: between
people will move on with
classes, homework and the
their lives and sometimes
act of adjusting to the new
with whatever the new crischedule.
sis is that is captivating the
Hopefully between all of
your priorities you can find
media.
It doesn't hurt to hightime to attend the event this
light a great event, though,
weekend. Attending will
that will help the victims of show your support for the
the oil spill in the Gulf of
victims of the BP oil spill
Mexico. Especially when.
and your support for your
the event is being organized · fellow students.
Tickets will be sold Satby your feUow students and
hosted on your campus.
urday and are $7 for college
The "Give for the Gulf''
students with IDs and for
benefit concert is an event
guests ages 18 and those
that music lovers of all kind who are 55 and over. For all
should find intriguing
other guests .t ickets are $15.
enough to attend.
Guests who arrive before 6
Reggae, country and jazz p.m. can park for free in
bands are just some of the
Garage D, which is across
types of music that will be
from the UCF Arena.
playing on August 28 from
Some of the scheduled
noon to 7 p.m. on Memory
performers include Illegal
Mall, which is the giant area Beats, Shak Nasti, Rocketof grass across from the
fish, Maida Vale and country music artists Glenn
UCF Arena.
We are impressed with
Cummings and Raiford
the members of the Alpha
Starke. Part of the lawn will
Tau Omega fraternity, Eta
be used for the live enter-

tainment while the other
space will be filled with
local businesses and organizations, student organizations and food vendors.
The festival creators
promise to donate 100 percent of the proceeds to
relief efforts for the oil spill
To do so effectively they
have partnered with
cleanup and disaster relief
organizations including
GreaterGood.org, Mote
Marine Laboratory, the
Surfrider Foundation, the
Community Foundation of
the Florida Keys and the
Community Foundation of
Sarasota County.
If you need more information for the event,
.
including a full list of performers, please visit the
event website at www.ucfgivesforthegulf.org. ·
If you can't attend the
event Saturday feel free to
visit the website, too. You
can donate money on it or
find links for other organizations that still need volunteers to help the victims of
the oil spill.

Take a break
from technology
T

here are multiple reasons you could be
feeling tired, exhausted or even fatigued. It is the
beginning of a new semester
so the endless days of relaxation are unfortunately end. ing which could cause your
yawning. Perhaps the relentless rain this week is causing you to crawl back into
bed.
A new study, which Matt
Richtel of the New York
Times explains in a detailed
article this week, aims to
show how digital devices
could be exhausting you and
perhaps preventing you
from learning.
Scientists for the study,
which was done at the University of California, San
Francisco, tested rats while
and after they had a new
experience. During the new
experience, such as finding
an unknown area, their
brains show patterns of
activity.
Only after the rats take a
break from the experience,
though, do their brains
process it allowing the creation of a memory. Without
a substantial break their
brains can't create a full
memory.
The scientists feel that
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the same is true for humans.
If you do not give yourself a
break to process your experiences you won't fully
remember them. What you
learned in class earlier in
the day could be forgotten
by lunch if every moment
since the new experience
was spent inputting more
information.
'A tremendous amount of
llttention, in the scientific
studies and the corresponding articles, is given to digital devices. Smart phones,
iPads, computers and iPods
are just a few devices that
are stealing the time that
people used to devote to
breaks for their brain. Walking to the car, sitting at a
stoplight and grocery shopping are just a few examples
of times where p eople are
talking, texting or checking
their e-mail instead of resting.
·~ost certainly, downtime lets the brain go over
experiences it's had, solidify
them and turn them into
permanent long-term memories," Loren Frank told the
Times. Frank is an assistant
professor in the department
of physiology at the university and specializes in learning and memory. Frank also

told the Times that constantly stimulating the brain
could prevent the learning
process.
Research from another
study, at the University of
Michigan, showed that peo- ·
ple learned better after
walking in nature opposed
to a walk in an urban environment. Scientists concluded that processing all of that
stimulation on the urban
walk leaves people fatigued.
"People think they're
refreshing themselves, but
they're fatiguing themselves," Marc Berman, a
University of Michigan neuroscientist, told the Times.
Regardless of the long list
of reasons that would motivate you, ending an addiction to multitasking can be
hard. Now is the perfect
time to reduce your brain
stimulation, though, since it
is the start of a new semester.
Everyone hates the feeling of dread when their
grade on a test or paper is
worse than they expected.
Give your brain a chance to
keep up with all of the information you are learning this
semester and you might be
surprised with higher
grades.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Losing out on Big East

Now is time for tolerance

The SEC is a pipe dream for at least 50
years. The ACC is possible depending on if
the Big 10 or SEC takes ACC teams eventually. UCF's options for BCS likely include
(in order):
The Big East
ABCSCUSA
A BCS blended conference with
CUSA/MWC, etc
An entirely new system ofBCS that
includes all schools (not likely)

Why ANY religion allowed to build a
church there is my question. If people really wanted religious freedom and separation
of church and state it should be grounds
that NO ONE should build any religious
facility. This is a place that every American
has some form or connection to, regardless
of which religion they choose to follow.
People of all religions could still go there
and pray or do whatever they do but no
one religion should be represented by itself

- ANONYMOUS

- UCF REALIST

DINNER

SPECIALS

BLACKENED SNAPPEJ:l
BLACKtNED G.QOUPER

DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE.MEDIA SERVICES

"Little things".can
make big difference
Don't be fooled by the
by doing something little,
term ''little." It is this
of course.
' Instead of waiting for
very word that can make
someone to crack a smile
a huge difference in
at you or tell you that
someone's day.
your concert shirt is rad,
Something as little as
you should take charge
the sun showing its face
every now and then and
all day long, allowing us
be the generous one. It
to absorb beneficial rays
does not take ~uch, just
and vitamins, or perhaps
the movement of sevenreceiving a friendly
J.SWANSON
teen muscles to be exact,
smile from a student on
Guest Columnist
to simply smile at somecampus.
one. Believe me, it goes a
Maybe even something as little as defying all odds
long way.
It's like that commercial, what
and not getting stuck in traffic one
day, or my absolute favorite, driving it's advertising escapes me at the
moment, where one person does
passed the guy on the comer of
something nice for another person
University as he enthusiastically
breaks it down while advertising a
and then that person commits a
courteous act toward another perrestaurant's daily specials on a
cardboard sign.
son and the favor continues on for
many people to come.
If you haven't seen him you
probably think I'm crazy. If you
Maybe you don't feel comfortable smiling at a random person, in
have, then we've shared a moment
of laughter at this character's comi- that case, how about picking up
someone's dropped book or pencil
cal form of entertainment.
as they're on their way to class?
It may not seem possible, but
these little things are capable of
Little gestures that people
having quite an impact on a perreceive make a big difference int}le
way they will act toward those who ,
son's life, that is if you let them.
they encounter for the remainder
Are you one of those people
of that day. So if someone seems
who is guilty of blowing off something little when it happens to you? upset or depressed, then it's likely
that they haven't had their dose of
Maybe someone at work or school
something little that day. Maybe
paid you a compliment and you
thought nothing of it, right? Wrong. -you should be the one to change
that.
You should feel honored that
I hope after reading this that
someone chose you to compliment
and not the person standing next to some of you will go on with your
day and keep in mind some of the
you. Let's face it, people give out
little things that I have just mencompliments like they do money
tioned Maybe some·of you will
these days.
Now that you've been briefed on even do some of these little things.
Above all, I want everyone to
what the little things in life are and
how to react to them, it is time to_
realize that you don't need something big to happen in your day to
tell you that it goes both ways.
feel fulfilled and happy with life.
I know you probably don't want
to hear it but it needs to be said. I'm Sometimes, maybe even most of
the time, whether you're on the givaware that you can't control the
weather patterns or dub it free pas- ing or receiving end, it is the little
try day at Starbucks, but you can
things that make life so much
make a difference in someone's day sweeter.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H, E

WORD

CAMPUS

AROUND

'How are you preparing for the new term?'

'\,>-=,,,,_.,.

RYAN RODRIGUEZ

SAM BELIZAIRE

MORGAN BRABBS

Junior, Marketing

Junior, Health Services Admin.

Senior, Industrial Engineering

"I got my schedule worked
out, wrote down my classes
and cleaned everything up."

1got my schedule in order
and bought my books early. 11

11

"I partied, and I'm just waiting
to buy my books until after the
first week in over. 11

CAITLIN WHITE

MELISSA PAZ

MATT STUCHAL

Junior, Physics

Senior, Psychology

Sophomore, Undeclared

"I got anew book bag and
supplies."

11
1didn't really prepare. I slept a
lot to get ready for the lackof
sleep I know isgoing to hap-

........ "

(j.

1just worked at JC Penny's to
saveupfor thesemester."

11

::

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

,
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Eoo Dcn:>rs Needed
/¾e~reooyfor~n:ral;je
jrureyof gererosity ard
a:xrpassiai v.tie at1he sane
tine generalig ~ n:ome?
MJstbebetween21-29. Healtly,
roo sm::>kerA:ttg user; wi1h ro
ainTial bi:d<ga.rxl. Heij1I,
'Mo'igtpq:xxtii:Jnaleardwii-g1D
LrdergJ rnechll & legal
roeerirg. We have one of 1he
rrost respected ~ progm-,s i1
1hefiekJ of eg;i donaocn
www.c.permrs::onslicom
941-741-4994
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Driver&CDL-A<iiw!s. No
E!)(Jl€1iEra3, ro J)OOlem! Need
rrore traiTlj? We ca,~- Must
be 23. (888)632-5230.
www..klnWi1rans.o::m
ExEruMl Diredorfor key heath

pa1Tg Bgn)fb" Central
Fm:la. 5t }eaS of E!)(Jl€fiEra3
part-g, evalualirg or cieairg
hea'th f7Cl!:Ja'TlS. Dcx:taa or
Masias 08;,ee.
www.hced.cxg for detais.
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Drile'-Wf:£l<ty Hometine.
A ~ 2,400 rrilesweek!OTR,
~
. Teans. Local
orientiion. Daly a- weekly pay.
98% rob.di. COL-A, 6 mcnhs
OTR E!)(Jl€fiEra3. (800)414-9568.
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$500.J &lrrpa ISalioi I.

CttJi:: rd! 350 1-brsef:xiwer
800"9 $5500, detais at
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175
200
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250
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RATES

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotm! B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
B
500 Announcements
A
B
B
B
B

600 Traver
700 Worship

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

.

Prolessoai ~ Neoo:ld
oam-central Florida crea
Awf cri,e ~
.o::m
Rexiie &iled.Je.

Pregm? Cc:rs'.lem;j a:qm,?
Acri.:fess, SlDJ35Sfu, WOll1cll
seeksi:J ~ & needs'.PJ"~!
Fira'my sea.re. Expenses pad.
Cal Margie. (askb'
rnrnelela:bn). (800)700-5200.
FL&r#0150789

E x p . ~ 8$$10tr,serd
resune: rrgauiadelrrl)@yaroo.-

o::m

MUST: Be at least 18 }eaS of
age, CPR,FA oot(a-v.6-g 1D
cimn), have exlen5ive
E!)(Jl€fiEra3 wi1h cri:ren of al
.gas & excelent refererces.

ARE YOU PREGNANT?
CONSIDERING ADOPTl()flJ?
l..owll rraried ax.pe seeks i:J
ocq)l \Nil be FlJ.tine Ma-n (age
36) ard De\cted Dai Arum
seruily. EXPENSES PAID.
KmBi (888)399,3255 FL Ba"
#0150789

• WHOLESALE PRICES
on Quality Winter Pool Supplies,
Pool Kits & Accessories
• DEEP DISCOUNTS
on lnground Safety Covers
• SAVE MONEY on all
Aboveground & lnground
Mesh and Winter Covers

;:J!v, 800-250-5502

AIRLINES ARE HIRII\G - Tran b"
ttj1 pa')i"g Awm, MainlEnarx:e
Ccwea: FAA~i:rcgam.
Fram ai::t ~ q.iaified -1-tousi"g
avaloole. CAI.LAWllio1 lnslitlie
of Mana1arce (ffi6'/314-B?OO
DRIVER- GREAT MILES! NO
TOLQ-t FREIGHTI No breed

NEAIIYCI 6 rrontrs OTR
E!)(Jl€fiEra3. NO feklnyA)UI la':it 5

yeas. Sobs/reans Wanted.
~

cal: (877)740-62l2.
www.~.o::m

DrMl!S - FCXJOTAM<ER
DRIVERS NEEDEDOTR
posioons avaiiatje NOW! COL-A
w/Tarl<erREQ1J. QJtsllnirg
pay & Berelils! Call a re:n.iter
TODAY! (877)484,3042
www.~ o : : m

He has captivated audiences worldwide on his
internationally acclaimed talk shows, "Crossing
Over" & "Cross Country". Don't miss this
intimate evening w_ith John Edward.

$400!ro free utlklanel
cµets1e neigmtood 10
from UCF -(954)ffi7 1223
k£1Mt)@ea1tii<.net

rm

SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rant in 41.! home i1 qiaet
Alafaya Woods min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadbnl. Fenced
Yard. $550' mo. u1IL Incl.
Cell Zach Z39-789'6241

Room avaiable i1 a 3-2 rouse in
Walelbd l..a<es. Beau1ifuly
derora!Ed, Female roorrmale a-fy
& NO PETS. $525mo uti ind.
Cal Janet :Ja;-2)6,3831

Roorrmate wined! 2 rooms

avaiable. Come check ru 1he

rooms i1 pas:n 10-15 rm from
UCFilAvaortPak. Room 112 x
14 wak-ti cb3et $625 ard Room
2 12 X 12 qJEll1 cb3et $475. Reri
n::Wes al uities, ~
. m::met.
Cal Jash i:J s e t ~
407-003-2831

1-b:,tflmly has 3 rooms avai. b"
female stwentsa-fy. 2 suy
heme 1.5 mtJ UCF. $475 ~ . 'Mfi
& WO rd. Cal Fely 407-739-0183

1 8d 1 U

~ balh, for rent i1

myhcme. 4 rrwfrom UCF.

$650tro. Short or brg am OK.
Prreme.eryttrg407-758-891s.

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day polenial. No
Experierx:e Necessay. Trarrg
Provded. Age 18 + OK
!ro-005-6520 ext 107

300
NC MOUNTAINS- Bra"d new!
Mlt.nai1 Top~ rlrl.x:ed1D
$29,500! Privale, nea- 8oo1e
aea, b!n< frati-g, r:mre: rrust
sell (800)789-8535

rome n

Room for rent i1 3-2
~ Pak. New ard deal. 5
rmsfrom UCF. Q..ietoorrmuity,
!Mlidtrafoc. K~
nlElllet
wreless, ardµerrirn ~ $495,lro u1i i1d.
Call407~

FORECLOSED HOMEAUCTION
1400+ FL Hemes IAl.l::tion: 9/18
q:ier, 1-b.Jse:Sefx4, 11 & 12
REDC I V- FtJ Lis1rgs
www..A,1.m:no::m RE Bl1<r
CQ1CJ31187

/

Aller ocrool cxx.nselor good wi1h
ctil'.nn Serd res.me 1D
AJexa-rlaTooe@ReftexGyrmasoos.net

Author, Lecturer, Psychic Medium

Melbourne, FL

Fort Myers, FL

Oct. 7, 2010 • 7pm
Growne Plaza Melbourne Oceanfront

.Oct. 8, 2010 - 7pm

Get Tickets!

Harborside Event Center

www.JohnEdward.net
or call: 800-233-3123

Mendie's Frozen Yogurt

I

of WrB Pak, FL is bol<rg b"
stift lea::ters wi1h ~ . ard day1ine
ava 9::nl.m. tJ 5p.m. n1he fall.
Fa- rrore no.e-mail resune i:J
~
@rnen:ties.o::m.
www.rnen:tieswi11aJo::m

100% NEW Mattress ard Box
Twi1 $85, FtJ $95, QJeen $110,
Kirg$189. v\/ithw.mnyl
Ca, Deiver. 407-9364194
LEATHER LMNG RCXlM SET n
~ pastic, neverLSed. O'g
J:ri:e $3000,-&mile ~75. ea,
deiver. Cal Bl (407)5744956

Bloo< Ma'.:book$450 i.Wa:led
4gi ram ard ~ f-0 - lrCase
caiyrg ~ -1,030~
romeswi1h ooftwaedial l:xJot
wi1clcms ard u-qier,ed pxl tJu:t,
k£1Mt)@ea1tttret 9540071223

WWW.~ ~

(800)661-7746 Eld :mN

Great Netl:x:xJk Buy!

Walelbdl..a<es:
I.age watelfront tomes & towrrones
3, 4 & 5 tx:im $1,215 & ~ -Yad lrd.
h:M:iJal LeasesAval.
407-760-0768 enroroso@holmaio::m
www.ForRen1Neart,CFo::m
3'212.Avai Now! 4mi from UCF
bca1ed bern:l waterfold mal.
. Nice mmer lot Pels weblrre.
Please CXJlltlD 407-75&8918

rouses n

Too
rent by ov.rer:
8dh 'Jl2J2., bcih have ro-eenoo i1
paoos ard tie 11:xlrs, al tJis

seJ:81lle

$100Cltro, 1100 :;q. ft
$11801ro, 1400:;q. ft
(407) 007-fm6

BUY MOUNTAIN LAND NOW!

L.owest~-1 N.C. Bryron
City 25a:res, spect,oja views,
pava:l roai H.gh atiJ..de. EaS1ly
a:ressile, se::luled. $45,000.
C>.vnerfina-rl-g: (800)810-1500
www.wli:all<rd).o::m

STUDENT SPECIAL

~
pao::m or cal Lasa at

407-443-7136

Rooms ML for senor Q!"

gradulE student i1 immacuale
a'.! home near UCF. $400mo. + 1/3
util. No pels please. Avail asap.
Call 407-70!>o098.

1 room avai i12/t.5 Ncn&mkrg
Female p-e!. $500m:>. lrd al
Ublta:Jle. 15rri1i:J UCF. Avai

row. CUsmlized lease avai.
Cal 352-oo<l-3623

Female roorrmate W1n!id. Clea,,
Sere, ard q..s1r:NlrhJusevery
cbse tJ UCF ca-rµ.s. Evayl!Tg
rdrlld b" $475. Cal Rebeo:.a
407-701-8331.

• Money-Back Guarantee

R.iri:;taj room i1 2BR 11:J\\ftlse.
Privale t:fut.ie from UCF. 149

• Recommended by Thousands
of Vets and Trainers

"Overwhelmingly, Thundershirt
has been a success with our
thunder and fireworks cases."
Dr. Mark Guise, DVM, Harrisburg, PA

t hundershirt.com

JUST$36
Enter Code "FLNET10"
for FREE SHIPPING!

I 866-892-2078

3 1
7
9 6

suldo lku

9 6
8 9
4 7
6 5
5 1

2
6 7

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in t he grid so
that every row,
column an d 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
t hrough 9 w ith no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy /eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

8

·---·--.

7

3

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
-ACROSS
1 · Bag
5 ·Pump output
8 · Fo11ow
13 Longtime portrait
studlo_Mills
14 Strasbourg street
15 For this reason
16 "Road surface
18 · Holdup causes?
19 More than frown
on
20 Morrie Turner
comic strip about
ethnically diverse
kids
2 1 D-Day carrier
22" Tonic": 1945
Bugs Bunny title
23 Green source,
briefly
26 Give as a task
28 · Rain protection
32Southem
. stretch?
34 Yours , in Tours
35 On Vine St., say
36 Like m any
cameras
38 Retailer offering
video streaming
40 legendary work,
often
4 1 Miller_
43 Emit, as a sigh
44 ·Grilling site
45 Musical satirist
Tom
47 "lndubltablyl"
48 D-Day month
49 Pep
5 1 To some degree
55 Bridge supports
59 'Cola holder
60 ·Range target
6 1 _ ease
62 Braves, on
scoreboards
63 1998 skating
gold medalist
Lipinski
64 "Warehouse aids
65 ·Guinea pig food
66 ·Location

DOWN
1 Cleans (up)
using Bounty
2 Greenspan
concerned with
green
3Batman"s
hideout

By Don Gagliardo

4Getdow nto
earth?
5 Immortals
6 Patty or Selma,
to Lisa Simpson
7 Combo's group
of numbers
8 Number in a
combo, maybe
9Collect
10"My Wa'f'
lyricist
11 Eyjafjallajokull's
country: Abbr.12 More, some say
17 Shaker on the
kids' show
"Blue's Clues"
18 Convicted Ponzi
schemer Madoff
20 Western driver
22 W ith 42-Down,
word s that can
precede the
answers to
starred clues
23 Said further
24 Rubbish
25 Orlando cagers
27 Conspicuous
28Allover
29 Dental
restoration
30 Martini garnish
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Last issue solve d
3 1 Many business
53 Hun king, in
Scandinavian
letters
33 Oil lamp feature
legend
54 Dutch town
37 Siren quality
39 It might be cheap 55" lid on
42 See 22-Down
56 Minimum-range
46 How villains
tide
laugh
57 lamb sandwich
48 Throws for a loop 58 Usher's find
50 Waters genHy
60 Part of a
51 Asian sashes
legendary
52 Acoustic guitar
Christmas
complaint
genre

ttr

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Resef\e Cide..tit use of LV,Kit, WA). Pool, rot 11.b, ~
a:u1s, 9',1lTI. ~ $400
rm J1JS tff i.dties.561-ro!l-3500
F'Dues:
111p/fcWl,fa::el:xlok.~I/,!))'1361911/

Looki"g b" F roorrmate tJ ive i1
425 hcme lcx:alEd betm UCF.
$400 J1JS Slit lii. rd.Ii iilrt &
aije. Has WA), wij(-t, dosels,
in! ri:e I leg i:Xlfto:xi Cooa:i
Naty at407-683-7413 or
naw84@gnal.o::m •

DONATE YOUR VEHICI.E
RECEIVE $1000 GROCERY
COU'ON UNrTED BREAST
CAi'CER FOUNDATION Free
Mcmncga 115, Breast_C<roer Info
www.lixt.no FREE TCM'i"g, Tax
Deci.cille, l'm-RLm81S
kceplad, (888)468-5004.

lttleieva:lie Coastal 8'1gar,I
Ony $34,900 Wth FREE Boat

websieat

• Gentle Pressure Calms Dogs

$19
$J3

4

CHERRY BEDROOM SET Sok!
Woo:J, never LSed, brITT:l new i1
fa::by l:xJxes. Ergs!, Dovaail.
~ rost $4500. Seifer $895.
Caidewer.
Call Tern (813)1ID-3653

Icaleri:J ~ ard w.rit ~i:J
ElfYJYreiaxatDl}OU deserve! Fa-

II Proven Over 85% Effective

Rate(

$J3
$9

8

Bt1NK FORCED BID,OFFER
SALE! Srroky Min. Lake Property.Tern. Pa< '.PJ" kl!, 1hen sltJrrit
'.PJ" olla1 Ga!BC:l w/!\rrerili3s!
HUI}\ Rajsler row, Fist 75 orly!
(877)644,4647 ext# 302

nue ilforma1ion }l'.llecn WN/ my

Use for thunder; separation, travel and other anxieties!

RateB

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

HP Mn 5101 Exec. Nettxiok;
a:tlec1 memory (2GB); VVird:Jws
XP; 25 rros. UADPWararty,
MS Offre Enterpise 2007.
$825.00 new, raN ~ 19.00
080. Cal Ma: @407.451.0039.

Brand new FULL size mattress set
$100. Free frame. QUEEN
mattress J1JS box $189. Wlile
qua,ti1ies last Cal 407-484-1182

Drug-Free Solution for Dog Anxiety

Rate A

NEW NoMood SAWMIUS-

1..urtJe!Maie-P hades logs 34"
cicvneler; mils ooads 2ff wde.
Automaled cp.i::k-cy::Je-sawrg
roeases efocierx:.y ~ n40%!

tbu*slirt .

First issue:
Each addl issue:

3

l~ General

cxn:itiJn. org,a, tneslaed, 396

I

100

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tone C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent.Apartments
B
.A
Roommates
Sublease
A
ForSale:Homes
B

rrl'rn HELP WANTED:

100

I

CLASSIFICATIONS

.

lrHBvi:e or a.t-service 100%

satisfioo or SelV03S ;;refree. Nro

spedaizes i1 fat redm:Jn
rna;sage.
CASH NOW! Get cash for '.PJ"
SlnDl.loo settlement a- .nt.ily

p0')menls.lfglJlE¥).Jls.Cal J.G.
· Wertwrnh. 1-ffi>SETTLEMENT
(1-800-736-8536). Rala::IAf.by
1he eetla' B.Jsi1ess Pueau.

Sip. Acpm;J ~ soki for $99,900!
l3eaJlifiJy \\OOded b.tirg ~ i1
~ gated walernool
<XllTTTUity. Erp/ di'ect axsss 1D
Alla7oc! Ail aTierities ccrrµete!
Paved rooos, u-dergam
utiities, cib muse,~ Exrelert finan:.i1g.
Cal l'-ow (877)888-1415, X 2627

J>dllertiseilCXe-100~
tlm.g"ol.tFm:la.Mler1isirg
~ of Fm:la, Put us 1D
\\Olk b' Yoo! (800)742-1373
www.b'da<lassifieds.o::m.

$$$ACCESS lAWSUfT CASH
NOW!!!$$$Ps seen ori 1V $$$
lrji ry l..awslit Dra;grg? Need
$ero,$500,000+vvitttl 48,m?
Lem rates APPLY'. NOW BY
Pl-ONE! Cal Today! Toi-Free:
(800)568-a321www.~o::m

ART ALCTIONS TO BENEFIT
Q-lllDREN'S CHARITY - NO
BUYER'S PREMIUM ard se\elll
a1Y.orks wi1h ro resen.e! Oicgal,
Pica5s:>, Dea, Mro, Max, Neira\
TElkay, Ma-rcn, Piro, Pgan ard
rrore! FREE foo:l ard ai1<S ard
raffle J)izes. Baeibys- Pam
Beed\ Saluday,h.g.ist21st fpll Pre-.iew, ~Alm, 13900~ Roa:! Deiay Beed\
FL33446. B'I.TERBYS -QmjJ,
Sauday, Al.g 281h - fpTI
Preview, ~Almi - 9101
lr1anali:Jnal Dr., Uil 1cm,
QmjJ, FL32819. RSVP at
www.baial1y's.o::m a-cal
(800) 537-1004 a-ernai
SUTTTiellll.J'.1 O@oolabys.o::m AB#'ZT46 AU#37flJ

CtEERl..EADERS: Orkrdo Al
Stars, 1lop conlender at
WOlids, is kxmg 10 complete
lellms al 1111 IEMlls. If you are
18 oryouvar, aid woud slil
lovetocheer~
we have a spot for you!
Plea9e cal a Coach at 4f1l-611t;/!Hl for l'l'10R! i lfaUIIDJI r\:>
sclmJea11youtda!.
Cxl ~ meanm wi1h ~ ctJ
nm? We wl nj 1hem.
Glmneoo skp tra::rg ttwe
d:ritsux:eed, there's ro ~
-.. Cal Sm'!ll (877)658-5005

SEll YOUR
STUFF WITH
«enttal ~ oriba 31rture

ClASSIFIEDSI

I

A18

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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